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Appellant, General Motors Acceptance Corporation (“GMAC”), appeals a no-answer

default judgment granted in favor of appellee, Eloy Sepulveda.  By four issues, GMAC

contends:  (1) the trial court lacked jurisdiction to render judgment against it because the

attempted service of citation was fatally defective; (2) the trial court abused its discretion
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in denying GMAC’s motion for new trial because GMAC timely filed an answer under the

“mailbox rule”;  (3) the trial court erred in refusing to consider GMAC’s motion-for-new-trial1

evidence regarding its compliance with the “mailbox rule”; and (4) the evidence is legally

and factually insufficient to support the award of actual and punitive damages.  We agree

that the trial court was without jurisdiction to render the default judgment.  Therefore, we

do not address GMAC’s other issues because they are not necessary to the final

disposition of the appeal.   We reverse the trial court’s judgment and remand for further2

proceedings.

Background  

On September 19, 2007, Sepulveda sued GMAC for wrongful re-possession of a

vehicle.  Service was attempted on GMAC by registered mail.   An unsigned return receipt3

“green card” attached to the citation is stamped: “September 28, 2007 RECEIVED CT

CORPORATION.”  GMAC contends it timely filed an answer by depositing it in the mail

on October 19, 2007.   On October 22, 2007, the trial court rendered a no-answer default4

judgment against GMAC.  The trial court awarded Sepulveda $500,000 in actual damages

and $500,000 in punitive damages.   

On November 13, 2007, GMAC filed a motion for new trial.  The trial court held a
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hearing on the motion for new trial on December 4, 2007.  That same day, the trial court

denied GMAC’s motion for new trial.

Standard of Review and Applicable Law

GMAC’s claim of a defect in service of process is a challenge to the court's personal

jurisdiction over it.   Whether the court had personal jurisdiction over GMAC is a question5

of law.  6

“Strict compliance with the rules governing service of citation is mandatory if a

default judgment is to withstand attack on appeal.”   Likewise, there are no presumptions7

in favor of valid issuance, service, and return of citation in the face of a direct attack on a

default judgment.   Failure to affirmatively demonstrate strict compliance with the rules of8

civil procedure renders the attempted service of process invalid and of no effect.   An9

appellant may raise defective service for the first time on appeal.10

 Under rule 107, when a citation is served by registered or certified mail as

authorized under rule 106, the return by the officer or authorized person must contain the
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return receipt with the addressee’s signature.   In addition, an officer’s failure to sign the11

return of citation renders the return fatally defective and will not support a default judgment

on direct attack.   The officer’s return at the bottom of the citation must be filled out and12

completed; a postal return receipt card alone will not support a default judgment.  13

Discussion 

Here, the stamped—but unsigned—postal return receipt card is attached to the

citation.  The return of service form attached to the citation is not filled out or signed; it is

completely blank.  Because the record shows on its face that no officer or authorized

person executed the return of citation form, service was fatally defective.   We sustain14

GMAC’s first issue.  We need not consider its additional issues.  15

Conclusion  

We reverse the default judgment and remand this cause for further proceedings. 

   
                                                            

                                                   
LINDA REYNA YAÑEZ
Justice

Delivered and filed 
the 18th day of March, 2010.


